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Vocabulary

10 Unit 1

Types of film
1 Look at the film posters and match  

them with the words in the box.

action-adventure   cartoon   comedy   
fantasy   horror   love story   musical   
western   martial arts   war

1 fantasy

2 1.02  Listen, check and repeat.

3 Match the sentences with the types  
of film in Exercise 1.

1 comedy
1 The story and characters are very funny. They 

make you laugh!
2 The music in this film is great and the actors 

are very good singers.
3 Two people meet and fall in love in this film.
4 I love monsters and vampires, but this type of 

film is not for little children!
5 These films are usually in America in the past. 

People ride horses and fight – a lot!
6 People say these films are for children, but 

adults watch them too.
7 These films are usually in Asia. The actors are 

often experts in karate or kung fu.
8 This type of film usually contains magic, 

supernatural events or strange places.

Your Turn

4 Work with a partner. Answer the questions.
1 What types of films do you like? Why?
2 Do you like watching films at home or at the 

cinema? Why?
3 What’s your favourite film?

My favourite types of film are …
I like … because …
I think my favourite film is (probably) …

A:  My favourite types of film are fantasy and 
martial arts.

B: Me too! And action-adventure films.

Useful  Language

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9
10



1

We say: watch a film/TV (✗ see a film/TV).

Get it right!

Reading
1 Look at the photos in Luke’s blog. What 

films are the three characters from? What 
do you know about them?

2 1.03  Read and listen to Luke’s blog. 
Which villain is his favourite?

3 Read the blog again and answer the 
questions.
1 What types of film does Luke like?
2 Which actor is Cruella De Vil?
3 Why does Cruella De Vil like Dalmations?
4 hy does Luke think Darth Vader is a good villain?
5 Why doesn’t his mum like The Dark Knight?
6 Why does Luke think the Joker is a good 

villain?

Your Turn

4 Work with a partner. Do you agree with 
Luke’s best villains? Which are your top three? 
Why do you think they are good villains?

One of my favourite villains is ... because he / she ...
... is a great villain too because he / she is ...

One of my favourite villains is Voldemort from the 
Harry Potter films because he does cool magic.

Useful  Language

DARTH VADER
FILM: Star Wars V: The 
Empire Strikes Back
PLAYED BY: David Prowse

This is my favourite film and 
Darth Vader is a great villain 
because he never shows 
his face and he speaks with a strange voice. I love the 
scene when he tells Luke that he’s his father. It’s one of 
my favourite movie moments!
FAMOUS PHRASE: “I am your father!”

THE JOKER
FILM: The Dark Knight
PLAYED BY: Heath 
Ledger

Definitely the best! Heath 
Ledger is fantastic in this 
film. Mum doesn’t like it 
because it’s very violent, but the joker is brilliant –  
scary and funny!
FAMOUS PHRASE: “Why so serious?”

Hi there! I’m Luke. Welcome to my blog about 
cinema! I love watching films and going to the 
cinema. I sometimes go three times a week!  
My favourite types of film are horror, 
action-adventure and fantasy.  
What about you? 

I love Hollywood villains. Here  
are my top three. Do you agree?

CRUELLA DE VIL
FILM: 101 Dalmatians
PLAYED BY: Glenn Close

I don’t like this film much, 
but Glenn Close is a great 
villain in it. She loves 
puppies and especially 
Dalmatians – because she 
wants to wear them! Ha!  
She smokes a lot and  
wears terrible clothes.
FAMOUS PHRASE: 
“You beasts!”

BY LUKE THOMPSONCINEMA’S BEST villains

What do you think? Write and tell me your  
top three cinema villains!

Unit 1 11
Find out about a theatre 
production of the film Annie.

1.1 A Life on Broadway



Adverbs of frequency
“He never shows his face.”

4 Add the adverbs of frequency to the 
diagram.

often   sometimes   usually

100%   0%

always                                                                  never

Adverbs of frequency come …
◆  before the main verb: They often eat pizza on Fridays.
◆  after the verb be: She’s sometimes late for school.

Grammar reference • page 121

 1… 2… 3…

5 Put the adverbs of frequency in the correct 
places in the sentences.

1  Jamie usually watches films with his friends.
1 Jamie watches films with his friends. (usually)
2 Amy is the last person to leave the cinema 

after the film. (always)
3 I read film reviews on the Internet. (sometimes)
4 I watch horror films before going to bed! (never)
5 Mum is happy to watch cartoons with me. (usually)
6 She watches her favourite film on holiday. (always)

like, love, hate + -ing
“I love going to the cinema.” 

6 Match the sentences (1–5) with the faces (a–e).

1 I love making videos on my mobile.
2 She hates going to the cinema.
3 I like running in the park.
4 They don’t like watching cartoons.
5 He doesn’t mind doing homework.

a      b      c       d      e 

Grammar reference • page 121

Your Turn

7 Work with a partner. Make the sentences 
in Exercise 6 true for you. Use (don’t) like, 
love, hate and don’t mind.

I don’t like making films on my mobile, but I like 
watching them on YouTube.

Present simple: affirmative and 
negative
“He speaks with a strange voice.”

1 Choose the correct options to complete the 
tables.

affirmative

I / You 1like / likes horror films.

He / She / It 2watch / watches films on TV.

We / They 3live / lives in Hollywood.

negative

I / You 4don’t / doesn’t go to the cinema 
very often.

He / She / It 5don’t / doesn’t  
speak

in a strange 
voice.

We / They 6don’t / doesn’t buy DVDs.

Grammar reference • page 121

2 Look at the spelling rules on page 121. 
Then complete the text with the present 
simple form of the verbs in brackets.

1 loves
My sister Diana 1… (love) watching films but she 
2… (not like) going to the cinema. She 3… (prefer) 
staying at home and watching them on the TV. 
My brother Jake and his friends 4… (go) to the 
cinema every weekend. They 5… (not choose) the 
film until they get there. They 6… (buy) a drink 
and ice cream but they 7… (not get) popcorn. My 
dad 8… (love) western films. He 9… (watch) them 
at home all the time! My mum really 10… (not like) 
them. She usually 11… (listen) to music. And me? I 
12… (watch) video clips on my computer.

3 1.04  Listen and check.
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TV programmes
“I watch game shows with my dad.”

4 Look at the pictures of TV programmes and 
match them with the words in the box.

documentary   game show   soap opera    
sports programme   the news    chat show   
reality TV show   crime series   comedy show

1 crime series

1

4

7

2

5

8

3

6

9

5 1.06  Listen, check and repeat.

Your Turn

6 Complete sentences 1–4 in the survey in 
Exercise 3 
for you. Then compare your answers with 
a partner.

I usually / never watch ... because ...
Our answers are very similar, we both ...
Our answers are different, I ... but you ...

A: I usually watch TV on weekdays. What about you?
B: I never watch TV on weekdays. Only at weekends.

Useful  Language

1 Look at the friends in the photo. What are 
they doing? Are they interested or are they 
bored?

2 1.05  Listen to Joanna and Benjamin 
completing a survey. What type of survey 
is it?

3 1.05  Listen again and choose the 
correct answers.
1 Joanna watches TV … .
 a every day   b only on weekdays    

c only at weekends
2 Benjamin watches … hours of TV every week.
 a 1–10   b 10–20   c more than 20
3 Joanna prefers watching her favourite 

programmes … .
 a on her computer   b on TV    

c on her mobile phone
4 Joanna usually watches TV … .
 a alone   b with friends   c with family   
5 Benjamin and Joanna watch … together.
 a documentaries   b films   c sport

We say: I watch programmes on TV. (✗ I watch 
programmes in TV.)

Get it right!

 Pronunciation: Schwa at the end of words p105
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4 Match the question words with their meaning.
 question word meaning
1 who a frequency
2 what b person
3 where c object or thing
4 when d place
5 why e time
6 how often f reason

5 Write the questions. Then answer them for you.

1 Who do you usually do sport with?
1 Who / you usually do sport with?
2 When / you have English class?
3 What / your parents usually do at the weekend?
4 Where / you usually go after school? 
5 How often / you and your friends go to 

concerts? 

6 Complete the quiz about The Simpsons 
with do/does or a question word. Then 
answer the questions (3–9).

1 Do

Present simple: Yes/No 
questions
“Do you watch TV every day?” “Yes, I do.”

1 Complete the tables with do or does.

Do/Does subject verb

Do you watch TV every day?
1… your brother like horror movies?
2… your parents watch TV at night?

short answers

Yes, I 3... . / No, I don’t.
Yes, he does. / No, he 4…n’t.
Yes, they 5… . / No they don’t.

Grammar reference • page 121

2 Write the words in the correct order to make 
questions. Then write short answers.

1 A: Do you watch TV in bed?  B: No, I don’t.
1 A: TV in bed / you / watch / Do / ? B: … (✗)
2 A:  your brother / do / Does / in front of the TV / 

his homework / ? B: … (✓)
3 A:  watch / every day / you / Do / the news / ? 
 B: … (✓)
4 A:  your mum / watching TV / Does / like / ? B: …(✗)
5 A:  TV programmes in class / you and your 

classmates / watch / Do / ? B: … (✗)
6 A:  your friends / Do / like / documentaries / ? 
 B: … (✓)

We say: Do you watch the news every day?  
(✗ Do you watch the news all the days?)

Get it right!

Present simple: Wh- questions
“What do you want to watch tonight?” 

3 Choose the correct question words to 
complete the table.

question word do/does subject verb
1What / Why do you watch on TV?
2Who / When does your mum watch TV?
3Why / Who do you like game shows?

Grammar reference • page 121

1… you like The Simpsons? 
Of course you do! Everybody 
likes The Simpsons, but 2… 
do you know about the TV 
series? Try our quiz and 
find out!
• 3… do The Simpsons live?
• 4… the town really exist?
• 5… does Homer Simpson work?
• Who 6… he work for?
• What school 7… Bart and Lisa go to?
• 8… musical instrument does Lisa play?
• 9… Maggie (the baby) know how to talk?

7 1.11  Listen and check.

Your Turn

8 Choose a popular TV programme in 
your country. Write five questions about 
the programme. Ask your partner your 
questions. Does he/she know the answers?

14
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Bollywood is the name of the Hindi film 
industry in India. Its home is the city of 
Mumbai (‘Bombay’ in the past) and it 
gets its name from the words Bombay 
+ Hollywood. It makes about 1,000 films 
every year, that’s more than Hollywood. 
More people watch Bollywood films too, 
a lot more people: over three billion! 
About 14 million Indians go to the cinema every day!

Bollywood films are different from Hollywood films in a lot of ways. They 
are very long, usually about three or four hours, and almost all of them 
are musicals – they’ve got a lot of songs. The film Indra Sabha has got 
the record for the most songs; it’s got 71 and lasts over three hours.

Music and dancing are very important in Bollywood and the films 
usually contain typical Indian music and dance, like Kathak, or ‘tell a 
story’, a type of traditional Indian dance. The dance helps to tell the 
story of the film. Bollywood films often include romance, comedy, action 
and adventure in their stories.

The films aren’t only popular in India. People watch them in over 90 
countries around the world! They make 
the films in ten different languages 
including Hindi, Bengali and Tamil, but 
you can watch them in English or with 
English subtitles.

We say: The dance tells the 
story of the film. (✗ … the 
history of the film.)

Get it right!

HOORAY FOR

Forget Hollywood, Bollywood is number 
one in the world of cinema!

!
1 Look at the photos in the article. 

What type of film do they show?

2 1.12  Read and listen to the 
article about Bollywood. What 
things are important in Bollywood 
films?

3 Read the article again. Are these 
sentences true or false? Correct 
the false sentences.
1 Bollywood is a combination of the 

words ‘Mumbai’ and ‘Hollywood’.
2 Bollywood produces more films than 

Hollywood.
3 Most Bollywood films are musicals.
4 Indra Sabha has got a record 

because it’s a long film.
5 Kathak is a type of traditional Indian 

music.
6 Bollywood films are popular in other 

countries.

Your Turn

4 Work with a partner. Answer the 
questions.
1 Are you interested in seeing a 

Bollywood movie? Why?/Why not?
2 Is there a film industry in your 

country? What types of films does  
it make?

3 Do you prefer films from your 
country or from Hollywood? Why?

Yes, I’m interested because …
No, not really, I don’t like …
Yes, there is. It’s very big / small.  

It makes about …
I prefer watching … because they are …

Yes, I’m interested in seeing a 
Bollywood film because I really like 
music and dancing!

Useful  Language
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What do you think of … ?
I really like it.
It’s not bad.
What about … ?

I’m (not) really into that.
I think it’s …
I love it!
I prefer …

2 1.14  Listen and repeat the phrases in 
the Functions box. Translate them into your 
language.

3  Work with a partner. Practise the 
conversation in Exercise 1.

4  Change the words in bold in the 
conversation in Exercise 1. Use the 
information below or your own ideas. 
Practise the conversation with a partner.

FunctionsAsking for and giving opinions
1 1.13  Liam and Jay are talking about 

TV programmes. Listen and complete the 
conversation with the words in the box.

about   do you   prefer   very   
love   into   you like

1 do you

Jay: You watch a lot of TV, don’t you? 
Liam: Yes, I do. Mostly comedies and fantasy films.
Jay: What 1… think of Modern Family?
Liam: I really like it! It’s 2… funny. Do 3… it?
Jay: Yeah, it’s not bad. I usually watch it.
Liam: What 4… Teen Wolf? Do you watch that?
Jay: No, I’m not really 5… that. I think it’s a bit 

boring.
Liam: I 6… it! I never miss an episode.
Jay: I 7… reality TV shows!  
Liam: Do you really? Which is your favourite? 

SA
TU

R
D

AY • The Big Bang Theory 
Comedy about four young 
scientists and their friends who live 
and work in Pasadena, California. 
18:00–18:30

• Big Brother 
Reality TV show about life in the 
big brother house. 
18:30–19:30

• Who wants to be a millionaire? 
Game show. Contestants answer 
questions for money. 
19:30–20:30

• Violetta 
Soap opera. The story of a 
talented teenage singer and 
her life in Argentina. 
20:30–21:30

CHANNEL SB2
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‘What types of TV programmes do you like watching?’. Answer the 
question for you.
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Get Writing

A film review
1 Look at the photo and read Hannah’s blog 

post about her favourite film. Do you know 
the film? What kind of film is it?

One of my favourite films is 
the fantasy film Twilight, the 
first film in the Twilight saga. 
It’s directed by Catherine 
Hardwicke and stars Kristen 
Stewart and Robert Pattinson.
The film is about a teenage 
girl called Bella. She moves to 
the small town of Forks near 
Washington in the US and meets Edward. She 
discovers he’s a vampire but he only drinks 
animal blood. They fall in love but another 
vampire decides to kill Bella, so Edward tries 
to protect her.
I like this film because the acting is really good. 
The music and camerawork make it dark and 
mysterious. This film is perfect for fans of 
fantasy and romance.

SO AND BECAUSE
Use so when one event is the consequence of another.
(Bella’s mother is away so she goes to live with her 
father.)
Use because to explain the reason for something.
(I like fantasy films because I like mystery and horror.)

2 Find an example of so and because in the 
text in Exercise 1.

3 Complete the sentences with so or 
because.

1 because
1 Film studios usually make a sequel … the first 

film is very popular.
2 Harry Potter is a wizard … he goes to 

Hogwarts School.
3 Peter Parker becomes Spiderman … a spider 

bites him.
4 Woody is angry with Buzz … Buzz thinks he’s a 

real space ranger, not a toy.
5 In The Lion King, the king, Mufasa, dies … his 

son, Simba, runs away.

Look at   Language

In a film review, you can include this information:
• actors • place
• why you like it • main characters
• story • director
• type of film • a recommendation

4 There are three paragraphs in Hannah’s 
review. Read the text again and match the 
information in the Look at Content box 
with the paragraphs.

actors: Paragraph 1

Look at   Content

PLAN
5 Plan your film review about one of 

your favourite films. Use the list in the 
Look at Content box and make notes.

WRITE
6 Write your film review. Use your 

notes from Exercise 5 and the 
language below to help you. Write at 
least 100 words.

type of film
One of my favourite films is the …
director
It’s directed by …
actors
It stars …
story
The film is about …
why you like it
I like this film because ….
recommendation
This film is perfect for fans of …

CHECK
7 Can you say YES to these questions?

• Is the information from the Look at 
Content box in your review?

• Have you got examples of so and because?

1Writing
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Review

Unit 1 Review18

1
Types of film
1 Order the letters to make types of film.

1 evlo rysto 3 rotocan 5 nafstya
2 rialtam star 4 meydoc 6 rewnest

TV programmes
2 Write the correct TV programmes.

1 sports programme
1 This week’s football, tennis, golf and much more.
2 Tonight on Green Street, Sam is unhappy with 

Gina. Tara tells Mick her secret.
3 Planet Nature explores life in the Earth’s oceans. 
4 Rock legend Jake Curtis and actor Francis 

Jackson talk to presenter Tom Buckley.
5 Always strange, but very funny: sketches from 

comedian Bernie Hamford.
6 Tonight’s the big final with £25,000 to the 

winner. Sandy Russell asks the questions.

Present simple: affirmative and 
negative
3 Complete the sentences with the present 

simple form of the verbs in the box.

go   have got   not like   not watch   
relax   watch

1 We … TV in the evening.
2 Casey … to the cinema every weekend. 
3 I … TV on Sundays. I do my homework. 
4 Vicky … soap operas. She thinks they’re boring.
5 Nina … 50 DVDs in her collection.
6 My dad … by watching cartoons.

Adverbs of frequency
4 Write the words in the correct order to 

make sentences. Use the correct form of 
the verbs in brackets.

1 Jimmy usually watches cartoons on Saturday.
1 usually / cartoons on Saturdays / Jimmy / (watch)
2 (watch) / Tim / sometimes / films on the Internet
3 (be) / often / They / at the cinema on Saturdays
4 DVDs from a shop / (buy) / never / We
5 late for the cinema / (be) / usually / He

like, love, hate + -ing
5 Complete the sentences with a verb from 

box a and a verb from box b in the -ing form.

not like   not mind   hate   like   love
a

clean   eat   go   watch   wait
b

1 hates cleaning
1 Martin … his room.  
2 We … popcorn. 
3 Keira … for the train. 
4 Lisa and Diane … to the cinema. 
5 I … musicals! 

Present simple: questions
6 Choose the correct options. 

1 Why do / does you like horror films? 
2 Who do / does your sister watch cartoons 

with? 
3 Do / Does your parents go to the cinema? 
4 Do / Does Laura watch films on the Internet? 
5 Do / Does we have time for a drink?
6 Where do / does they make Bollywood films?

Cumulative grammar
7 Choose the correct words.

Jessica: Nina, 1… you like 2… films?
Nina: Yes, I 3… ! I love 4… fantasy films.  
Jessica: Really? 5… do you watch them? 
Nina:  I 6… a film every weekend. How about you? 
Jessica:  I 7… mind watching fantasy films, if they 

aren’t violent.
Nina: What 8… watch on TV?
Jessica:  I 9… cartoons. But I don’t 10… soap operas. 

1 a Do b Does
2 a watch b watching 
3 a do b does
4 a watch b watching
5 a How often b Where
6 a usually watch b watch usually
7 a doesn’t  b don’t 
8 a you do b do you
9 a sometimes watch b watch sometimes
 10 a like b likes
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